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Lesson 4: 

Willingness: The Key to Thriving 

In between discovering the truth of our being and actualizing it, there is a courageous leap for us 

to take. That leap is willingness.
1
  

–from The Jewel of Abundance   

 

Since publication of my book, The Jewel of Abundance, I have been sharing these teachings on 

prosperous living at events, on podcasts, or wherever the opportunity takes me. When I talk 

about how we can live abundantly, one question inevitably arises. That question is: Is there one 

thing that makes all the difference in our ability to thrive and prosper? While there are life-

changing insights to experience and practices that lead the way, there is one thing I name as 

essential. That one thing is willingness. Becoming truly willing to unfold and live our full potential 

is the key to thriving.  

Willingness is necessary if we are to cooperate with Life’s prosperity imperative, the incessant call 

to awaken, grow, and express the divine potentials within us. Just as an apple seed requires 

certain conducive conditions to open, flower, and bear nourishing fruit, so our potential remains 

dormant until the right supportive conditions occur. An essential supportive condition for us is 

willingness—our affirmative consent to thrive. We need to rise to meet Life’s prospering 

inclination just as a tiny seedling turns toward the light of the sun. We turn our heart and our 

mind toward thriving by becoming receptive to it. We start to imagine, discern, and affirm that it 

is natural for us. We begin to see thriving differently. Instead of considering prosperity as  
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 Ellen Grace O’Brian, The Jewel of Abundance: Finding Prosperity through the Ancient Wisdom of Yoga (Novato: New 

World Library, 2018), 42. 
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something we strive endlessly to attain, through the cultivation of willingness we recognize it as 

our natural expression. Do you know that it makes more sense for you to thrive, prosper and 

succeed than not? If it makes more sense to thrive than not, and willingness is the key to realizing 

that, how do we become completely willing? 

Three Disciplines for Thriving 

Waking up to the truth of our essential nature as unbounded, supremely conscious being is the 

great goal of Self-realization, the focus of the spiritual path of Kriya Yoga. Kriya Yoga’s three 

primary disciplines to facilitate that discovery—self-discipline; self-study; and self-surrender—are 

exactly what we need to cultivate complete willingness to thrive.  

Align Your Thoughts, Speech, and Action with Thriving 

Through self-discipline we change thoughts, beliefs, and behaviors that we recognize are not 

consistent with thriving. We begin to clear away negative self-talk and speech patterns by first 

noticing them. We pay attention to our consistent states of mind, persistent thought patterns, 

and speech habits. Are they conducive to thriving and prospering? Do they declare us capable 

and circumstances as opportunities? Or, do they belittle us and others and declare circumstances 

as hopeless or intractable?  

Things are as they are. Just thinking or saying something different does not magically change 

them. However, changing our thinking and our speech begins to change us right away. It brings a 

greater awareness of our power to change and a greater ability to notice opportunities to 

participate in constructive ways. Once we become aware of the power of our thoughts and our 

speech through the willingness to align with the prospering power of the universe, we discover 

we have some work to do. Just like tilling the soil for a flower bed, once we rake the surface, we 

discover some rocks below that will have to be removed if we want our flower seeds to bloom.      
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It is amazing what we notice when we start paying attention to our thoughts and our speech with 

the willingness to prosper! With insight and awareness, we change “lower” thoughts and speech 

that indicate restriction and negativity to “higher” thoughts and speech that express spiritual 

truth—unbounded potential, positivity, and possibility.  

Our daily disciplines for healthy, spiritually-conscious living are illumined by our willingness to 

thrive. Not only our thoughts, and our speech, but our actions are oriented by that willingness. 

We ask ourselves whether our choices are consistent with thriving. Rather than putting off 

thriving as a goal to be realized in some imagined future, self-discipline brings thriving into the 

now moment of our life. We can prosper now as we choose to affirm it in our thoughts, speech, 

and action. We live as a prospering person, from the inside out. With every thought, every word, 

every action we choose abundant life, abundant love, and spiritual realization.  

Open Your Heart and Your Mind to the Infinite  

The second core practice of Kriya Yoga is study of the nature of Reality through contemplation 

and immersion in the direct experience of superconscious meditation. When we meditate, we 

open ourselves to the fundamental shift in attention and awareness that facilitates unconditional 

thriving. We become willing to let our awareness soar beyond the limits of ego-based identity 

into the allness of our unbounded spiritual nature.  

Sometimes new meditators feel a little apprehensive or fearful at the juncture. What if I let go of 

clinging to thought-awareness? What if I lose awareness of my self? What might happen? 

Noticing that fear or resistance, we can name it as belonging to the small self. This helps to 

loosen its grip as we become willing to let go of all self-imposed limitation. At the root of all 

constraints is the fundamental misperception that we are an ego-based separate self. Self-study 

is the complete willingness to discover the transformational truth of our being.  
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Let Go into Divine Support 

The practice of surrender is the pièce de résistance, the jewel in the crown of these three life-

transforming practices for cultivating willingness. At the core, surrender of the false assumption 

of a separate self is letting go into our own infinite potential. It is opening to divine support.  

We begin this practice through contemplation of our life itself, examining the story we have 

fabricated of being separate from the Source. I’m on my own, we think. I have to make my way, 

through struggle and strife. Through insight, we can determine what that orientation to life costs 

us—the price ego extracts from the joy of living. The false self always turns life into a struggle 

and a burden. Here, we can ask ourselves: Am I willing to let go of considering my life a burden? 

Am I willing to surrender into unconditional joy, willing to be soul-satisfied, happy for no reason? 

Am I open to being free from defining myself by outer conditions?  

With surrender, life becomes joy. As my spiritual teacher, Roy Eugene Davis wrote: You will 

discover that living is effortless because the mighty current of life finds no resistance in you.
2
  

 

To support your practice, refer to: 

The Jewel of Abundance, Chapter Four: Be Willing to Thrive, pg. 42-54.  
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 Roy Eugene Davis, How You Can Use the Technique of Creative Imagination (Lakemont: CSA Press, 1988), p. 24. 


